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EDITORIAL MESSAGES

By Paul D. Humke and Clifford E. Weil

Thanks. The Managing Editors wish to express our thanks to Jana Chlebik
for the work she did for us again on some of the files for this issue. Also a special
appreciation is extended to Gabriela Ene who typed several manuscripts into
LATEX for us. We particularly would like to thank the TRW Corporation for
underwriting the proceedings of Summer Symposium in Real Analysis XXII.

Obituaries. It is with great personal sadness that we inform our reader of
the untimely death of Professor Vasile Ene. Please see the next page. In
addition we have learned of the death of Professor Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy.
Readers will most likely associate him to the well-known text book, Functional
Analysis written with F. Riesz.

Vasile Ene Memorial Fund The Real Analysis Exchange establishes this
fund with a contribution of $1,000.00. It will be an endowment fund whose
revenue will be used to pay the living expenses of young Romanian math-
ematicians who attend the annual summer symposia sponsored by the Real
Analysis Exchange. All readers of the Real Analysis Exchange are invited to
contribute to the fund by sending a check payable to Real Analysis Exchange
to:

Vasile Ene Memorial Fund
Real Analysis Exchange
Mathematics Department
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824-1027
USA

Reminder. We remind our readers of the Special Subscribers Fund which
helps to defer the subscription cost of many subscribers who, for one reason or
another, aren’t able to pay for their subscriptions, but who profit from reading
the journal. Contributions can be in the form of a check payable to MSU Press
or by credit card by mailing your card number, expiration date and amount
of contribution to:
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Michigan State University Press
1405 South Harrison Road
Suite 25, Manly Miles Building
East Lansing, MI 48823-5202
USA
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